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From left, Beth, Donald and Tanner McCloud.

Legacy of the McCloud family

lives on through scholarship 

     everal Logan County
McClouds have walked Marshall
University’s campus thanks to
one moment in 1936. 
Harold McCloud had graduated
from high school, and like most
young Logan County men at the
time, he went to work in the
mines. With the Great
Depression still impacting the
area and his family, McCloud
figured college was a pipe dream,
despite the letters from Marshall
College’s famed basketball coach
Cam Henderson asking
McCloud to come play for him. 
But Coach Henderson wasn’t one
to take “no” for an answer. 
One ordinary workday at the 7&8
Holden mine site, while engaged
in the backbreaking work of
digging, a coworker told
McCloud a “city slicker” was
there to see him.  
“That city slicker was Cam
Henderson,” said Donald
McCloud, Harold’s son. 

“Based on reports that McCloud
could run, shoot and pass the
basketball, Coach Henderson
offered Harold a free university
education, tuition, books, room
and board, in exchange for
McCloud attending Marshall.
With 50 cents in his pocket, he
attended Marshall, beginning his
academic and enormously
successful basketball years.” 
While at Marshall, Harold 

McCloud was drafted into the
Army to serve during World War
II. Due to his university
attendance, he was sent to officer
training where he trained next to
Hollywood star Clark Gable,
obtaining the rank of Captain in
the U.S. Army Air Corp. After
returning to Logan County after
serving overseas, Harold went on
to have several successful
business ventures and married 

s
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Harold McCloud was inducted into the
Marshall Athletic Hall of Fame in 2007 for

his time as a member of the Thundering
Herd Men's Basketball team.

Juanita Ferguson. The couple had four children -
John, Betty, Donald and Cindy. 
“We four children grew up hearing our father
fondly talk of his experiences at Marshall, watching
him proudly don his green sports jacket – a jacket
which has been passed down twice to other former
Marshall athletes – and bursting with pride as we
regularly heard him recognized at Marshall
supported functions.” 
Harold McCloud was inducted into the Marshall
Athletic Hall of Fame in 2007. 
For his children Betty and Donald, going to
college was assumed, Donald said.  
“’You can’t eat paper clippings,’ was one of my
father’s favorite sayings when addressing high
school and college athletes – meaning you had
better get an education,” Donald said. “The value
of higher education to my father, similar to his
strong work ethic, naturally wore off on us as part
of our upbringing. Similarly, attendance at
Marshall University was nearly a forgone
conclusion. Not that we couldn’t choose another
university, but it was Marshall we chose.” 
Donald graduated from Marshall in 1975 with a
marketing degree.  
“My first consideration was dentistry until I realized
its requirements,” he said. “My next was marketing,
believing it to be a program that would aid in many
career pursuits. More important to me than the
selection of a major while attending Marshall was
obtaining the college degree. The degree that
represents a culmination of four years of learning,
socializing and maturing within the diversity of
academia; that represents the ability to persist and
remain steadfast throughout all the course work;
that represents the ability to withstand both
success and defeat; that represents a world view
expanded by knowledge and experience; and that
represents the ability to achieve a minimum
required achievement level.” 
In his freshman year, Donald McCloud became a

 walk-on starter for Dan D’Antoni’s first Thundering
Herd basketball team - the freshman team of 1970.  
“This was, without a doubt, the most fun experience
of my college career,” Donald said. “Inexplicably and
regrettably, I chose not to pursue basketball any
further. Marshall, however, had a plethora of other
opportunities to fill the void.” 
Donald joined Pi Kappa Alpha, the fraternity most
Logan County young men joined, where he made
some of his fondest memories and secured his “solid
C” grade point average. His favorite place in town
was Boney’s, which some may remember as the Hole
in the Wall. 
His freshman year was marked by the plane crash. He
was living in Hodges Hall, the athletic dorm, and like
all at the time, remembers where he was when he
heard the news. 
His freshman year was marked by the plane crash.
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He was living in Hodges Hall, the athletic dorm,
and like all at the time, remembers where he was
when he heard the news. 
“The initial incredulousness. The sick feeling in my
gut. The overwhelming sadness. Like many in the
Marshall community, that was my first brush with
tragedy. The Marshall community lived through a
dark time.” 
Upon graduation, Donald took a job with the
federal government, but he realized a desk job was
not for him. He used the skills he learned at
Marshall to pursue other opportunities. 
“Marshall, along with my maturity, provided me
with the knowledge and experience to view our
world in a much larger and complex context, and
my potential roles in it,” Donald said. “Marshall
prepared me for entrance into a productive
adulthood and provided me with an unquenchable
thirst for continued expansion of my world
concept and understanding. Marshall taught me
how to think and propelled me into success.” 
Following Harold, Donald and Betty were a host
of other family members who attended Marshall,
including Donald’s daughter Beth who graduated
from the Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine
and is now a pediatrician. Even the members of
the family who did not attend Marshall still bleed
green. 
In 2021, Donald established the McCloud Family
Scholarship, born of his desire to give back what
he and his family so richly benefited from as
students at Marshall. The scholarship aims to help
students from Logan County achieve chemistry or
other science degrees. 
"Marshall University altered our lives, in the best
of ways, and provided a firm foundation for living,”
he said. “It is my hope that our scholarship will aid
future students in a similar manner. The McCloud
Family Scholarship is a legacy of learning and
growth.” 
Donald said he hopes the next generation of
students will create a safer and healthier world. 

“We are living in a dangerous world, facing the
destruction caused by climate change and unhealthy
socio-political influences, to name just two significant
problems,” he said. “An educated population in many
fields, not the least of which are the sciences, is
necessary if we are to exist, as a nation and world, as we
have grown to rely.” 
Students should take their time, get to know
themselves and have fun while at Marshall, he said. 
“Take their time choosing a major. Take their time in
choosing a career path. Take the time and spend the
energy to sponge up as much of what Marshall has to
offer. Take the time to have fun. Take the time to
appreciate the last few years of relative freedom from
adulting. This is the time to explore where your best fit
may be in the world and what it is you can best
contribute.” 
As for Marshall, McCloud said he hopes it continues to
be a stable force in Huntington, West Virginia, and
surrounding areas.  
“Most importantly, my hope for Marshall is that it
continues to send out into the world educated and
skilled women and men who can sustain and improve
the world and circumstances of our world’s population,”
McCloud said. “My hope for Marshall University is that
it continues to give us valid hope for a better world.” 

Beth McCloud  stand at Glacier National Park in Montana.


